There is proposed a new method of estimating the effective ionospheric height of the 
Introduction

31
Tweek-atmospherics are electromagnetic pulses with duration of 10 -100 milliseconds,
32
propagating in the natural Earth-ionosphere waveguide, which represent a response of the natural 
103
where n is the ray number, a (=6371 km) is the Earth's radius, h is the waveguide height, and ρ is 104 the source-to-observer distance along the Earth surface.
105
Using an approximation for small angular distances 
108
The total path is multiplied by 2n of the path element, and then the propagation time of the 109 n th ray is given by: This expression is obtained also from the frequency dispersion relation for the group velocity 121 of the first waveguide mode [Hayakawa et al., 1985] . The waveguide mode theory yields that the value f c = c/(2h) in Eq.(6) is the cutoff frequency of the first mode. The cutoff frequency for higher 
128
To compare the frequency dispersion in the spherical and flat models of the waveguide we 
The initial estimation of the source range ρ 0 can be obtained by any appropriate known 145 method. Exclusion of the "head" part of the tweek with fast varying instant frequency as is seen in 
153
Approaching ρ 1 in Eq. (11) 
162
The similar functional can be constructed to minimize the sum of the standard deviations of 163 estimating the cutoff frequency in each mode.
164
In such a way that the inverse problem to find the two or more unknown parameters ρ and f cm 165 is reduced to the issue of one-dimensional optimization that gives us simultaneously all the cutoff 166 frequencies for higher order modes and the source range ρ. Once we find the cutoff frequencies, the 167 effective waveguide height for each mode is found from Eq. (7): 
187 Let t n = 2nh/c be the arrival time of n th ray if the propagation were exactly perpendicular to the 188 waveguide boundaries. Substituting t n in Eq. (14) we can express t n as a function of τ n :
190
The moments t n are proportional to n and it is obvious that they are equidistantly distributed 191 along the time axis. By changing discrete quantities t n and τ n to continuous times t and τ in Eq. (15) After the transformation we expect maximization of peak amplitudes at the cutoff frequencies Earth's surface is expressed as the following modal sum [Wait, 1962] :
208
where Ids is the dipole current moment, h is the ionospheric height, k is the wavenumber in free 
212
The SI units are used in the formulas throughout the paper unless explicitly mentioned.
213
The upper boundary, the ionosphere is described by an exponential conductivity profile with a 214 single scale height [Wait and Spies, 1964] :
where ε 0 is the dielectric permittivity of vacuum, ζ 0 is the local scale height, z is the altitude above 217 the ground, and H is the characteristic height of the profile.
218
For such a conductivity profile Greifinger and Greifinger [1978] have shown that the 219 propagation in ELF range is determined by the lower "electrical" and higher "magnetic" heights. The 
228
For the TEM mode in Eq.(18) h = h 0 (f), δ 0 = 1, and the eigenvalue S 0 is given by [Greifinger 229 and Greifinger, 1978] :
The higher order modes of tweeks are represented mainly by quasi-TE modes resulted from 232 the coupling of TM waves excited by a vertical dipole into TE waves due to the reflection from the 233 anisotropic ionosphere during night time [Yamashita, 1978; Sukhorukov et al., 1992; Sukhorukov, 234 1996]. For the higher order modes in Eq.(18) h = h 1 (f), the eigenvalues and the excitation factors are 
239
The waveforms of tweeks were obtained by applying the inverse FFT to the modeled spectra.
240
In the further modeling we calculated the spectra of magnetic field component consisting of nine 241 modes including the zero order one.
242
An example of such a synthesized waveform and its amplitude and dynamic spectrum are 243 shown in Fig.3(a-c) . The model parameters are adopted as follow: H = 88 km, ζ 0 = 1.67 km, ρ = 1600 244 km.
245
In order to retrieve the time dependences of the instant frequencies of tweek harmonics we 246 calculated a moving-window spectrum of the tweek waveform with 5.12 ms Hamming window 247 length with a step of 0.5 ms starting from the moment delayed by τ 0 from the pulse onset calculated 248 by Eq.(10). The starting point τ 0 is marked by a triangle on the lower time axis. The peak frequencies 249 were defined more accurately by means of interpolation with a parabola inscribed to the point of a 250 spectral maximum and two adjacent points. The inferred peaks in the dynamic spectrum 251 corresponding to the first five higher order modes are shown in Fig.3(c) by small circles.
252
The stretched waveform transformed with Eqs. (16) and (17) and its amplitude spectrum are 253 illustrated in Fig.4 . To apply the FFT to the data we uniformly resampled the stretched tweek 254 waveform using linear interpolation. We can observe that the intermodal interference practically 255 disappears and the spectrum of the transformed tweek waveform consists of the peaks at the cutoff 256 frequencies corresponding to separate modes.
257
The pairs of instant frequencies f m (τ) and corresponding delays τ retrieved from a dynamic 258 spectrum are used to estimate cutoff frequencies in the first method described in Section 3. Fig. 5 259 demonstrates the fitting procedure to obtain the effective waveguide from higher order tweek harmonics of the synthesized tweek waveform shown in Fig.3 . Instead of estimating cutoff propagation distance, ρ = 1700 km are treated in Fig.4(a,b,c) respectively.
266
We can observe that the points are to be grouped horizontally around certain altitudes when 267 the source-to-observer distance is set correctly. The parameter h 1 is logarithmically decreasing with an 
278
We demonstrate the fitting procedure for the stretched tweek waveform so as to obtain the 279 effective waveguide height for higher order modes by varying the source range ρ in Fig.6 just like that 280 shown in Fig.5 in the case of the first method. The cases of an underestimated range, ρ = 1500 km, the 281 exact range, ρ = 1600 km, and un overestimated range, ρ = 1700 km are shown in Fig.6(a,b,c) 
282
respectively. We can observe a smaller deviation in the estimations of effective heights in comparison 283 with the nonstretched one (see Fig.5(a-c) ) due to a larger moving window length, of about 15 ms used 284 for constructing a dynamic spectrum. to the trace in the spectrogram of a tweek. In the last case we determine a pair of parameters, the 295 source range and the waveguide height, separately for each tweek of harmonics.
296
In the simulation a white noise was generated by random values following a normal 
305
We can see from the tables that the errors mainly decrease with an increase in the mode 306 number for all methods, which can be connected with an increase in the relative accuracy of the 307 frequency estimation for the higher order modes. As it follows from Tables 1 and 2, while the first   308 and third methods exhibit the concurring accuracy, the second method is found to demonstrate about 309 two times better results in the estimation of the source range and waveguide height.
310
Examples of estimation of the effective height and the propagation path length by using Algorithms of the estimations of Earth-ionosphere waveguide parameters for the above- (12) by seeking an optimal value of the propagation distance, 
354
As we can see, the second algorithm requires much more computer resource and so is time-
355
consuming in comparison to the first method. It includes rescaling a tweek, calculating its dynamic 356 spectrum and selecting tweek harmonics in each cycle of seeking an optimal value of ρ, whereas the 357 calculation of the dynamic spectrum and selecting tweek harmonics are performed only once in the 358 first algorirhm. However, the second algorithm has essential advantage in the estimation accuracy of 359 waveguide parameters due to an increased frequency resolution of the moving-window spectral 360 processing.
361
As a conclusion of this study we note the following.
An approach has been proposed that reduces the problem of finding two or more unknown 363 parameters, source range and cutoff frequencies, by using higher harmonic tweeks to an issue of one-364 dimensional optimization. 
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